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WHO AM I?
Identifying instruments of the orchestra

This activity challenges students to identify instruments
through written clues, pictures, and word scrambles

The following
pages include an
introduction to the
instruments of the

orchestra, a
student worksheet,
and a teacher key.  



Introduction to the Orchestra
ORCHESTRA = a group of musicians who play many instruments as one ensemble.

CONDUCTOR = leader of the orchestra, sometimes referred to as Maestro (Italian for teacher or
master musician).

String Family = Stringed instruments make sound by the vibration of strings. How the musician
causes the strings to vibrate can differ based on the instrument. They can use a bow pulled across
the strings or pluck the strings with their fingers.

Woodwind Family = Woodwinds are a type of musical instrument that make their sound when a
musician blows air into or across the mouthpiece. They get their name from the fact that most of
them were once made of wood. Today many are made of other materials such as metal or plastic.

Brass Family = Brass instruments get their sound from the vibrations of the musician's lips. This
works by the player putting their lips onto the mouthpiece and blowing. The vibration between the
lips and mouthpiece causes the air to vibrate down the long brass tube.

Percussion Family = Instruments that make a sound when you strike, scrape or shake them.



Instruments of the Orchestra

Sound is made by vibrating
strings with a bow or plucking
with fingers
Players change pitches by
pressing down on the strings
along the fingerboard
Violins create the highest
pitches and the basses create
the lowest pitch.
Violins and violas use a chin rest
and sit on the players' shoulder
Cellos are played upright
between the players' legs. 
Basses stand upright when
being played.

In a symphony orchestra, there are four primary string instruments 
Violin

VIola

Cello

Double Bass



Instruments of the Orchestra
Woodwinds
In a symphony orchestra, there are four primary woodwind instruments

Flute

Clarinet

Bassoon

Oboe

The flute has a hole
the player blows
across
The clarinet uses a
single reed on the
mouthpiece
The oboe uses a
double reed as a
mouthpiece
The bassoon uses a
double reed larger
than the oboe

Sound is made by
blowing air inside the
instrument.



Instruments of the Orchestra
Brass
In a symphony orchestra, there are four primary brass instruments

French Horn

Trumpet

Trombone

Tuba

Sound is made by
buzzing the lips in
the mouthpiece

Players change pitch
by pressing their
fingers on buttons
called valves



Instruments of the Orchestra
Percussion
In a symphony orchestra, there are MANY percussion instruments used. Here
are a few of the most common.

All percussion are
played differently
Players create sound
by shaking or striking
the instrument with a
stick, mallet, or hand.  

Timpani

Triangle Crash Cymbals

Snare Drum

Bass Drum
 



Instruments of the Orchestra
Piano and Harp
An orchestra often includes a piano and a harp.

The harp is a member of
the string family. Players
use their fingers to pluck
the strings and their feet
to adjust seven pedals.  

The piano is a member
of the percussion family
because hammers hit
the strings when the
keys are pressed.  

Piano

Harp



WHO AM I?Name ________________

Name the instrument family that is described

Most of us are made of a material listed in our name, but our highest member is made of metal1.

Answer:                                                              

2. We come in many different sizes but all of us have four of these that vibrate when we pluck them.

Answer:

3. Our family has hundreds of instruments and sometimes players use 10 or more of us in a single
piece of music.

Answer:

4. We have valves, bells, and many feet of tubing that is coiled up so that players can hold us.

Answer:



WHO AM I?Name ________________

Name the instruments that are pictured

5. 
6. 

7.

8. 



WHO AM I?Name ________________

9. 10. 11. 

Unscramble the letters of the instrument names

EBOO

BTAU
12.

RHPA OCLEL

ONAIP
13.

NOSBASO

14.



Structure of a Story

This activity challenges students to create a
simple diagram of the story of Farkle McBride.

Review The Remarkable Farkle McBride story
with the students by listening to and/or
reading the book.

Identifying and investigating the components of a
story



Complete the diagram
List the main character(s)1. 2. How does the story begin? 3. What is the problem?



Complete the diagram

4. Describe a story event 5. How is the problem solved? 6. How does the story end?



Compose a Story

This activity challenges the students to
compose a story with the same parts and
structure they just practiced.

Review the Structure of a Story worksheet
completed for The Remarkable Farkle
McBride.

Challenge the students to write their own
story following the same format!

Write a story to be set to music.



Complete the diagram
List and describe up to three main characters in your story.1.

2. How does your story begin? (3-5 sentences)



Complete the diagram
3. What is the problem in your story? (3-5 sentences)

4. What is an event that happens in your story? (3-5 sentences))



Complete the diagram
5.  What is the problem in your story? (3-5 sentences)

6. How does your story end? (3-5 sentences))



Congratulations!!
Your story is completed and

ready to set to music!



My Musical Story
There are many ways you can compose music to fit a
story. Now it is your turn to compose (write) music for
your story!



Compose a melody for each of the main characters in your story. Think about each character's mood,
size, age, behavior, etc.

1.

Character name:

Character name:

Character name:



2. Compose a melody for the beginning of your story. Think about the mood you want to create as your story begins.



3. Compose a melody for the problem in your story. Think about how your melody can help the reader understand your
story.

4. Compose a melody for an event in your story. Think about how your melody can help the reader understand the
event.



5. Compose a melody for the solution to the problem in your story. Think about how your music can help the reader
understand the solution.

6. Compose a melody for the ending of your story. Think about the mood you want to create as your story ends.



Congratulations!!
Your musical story is

complete!!


